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AWAWS Workshop and Panel

- Incorporate accessibility
- Run departmental training workshop
- Develop standards based on community developed guidelines
- Adapt to feedback
- Add Inclusivity statements

- Support platforms that amplify the voices of unrepresented communities.
Today is International Day of People with Disability #IDPwD a UN recognized day to amplify the achievements & experiences of the disability community. 1/6
Accessible Conferences

MAARC: The Mediterranean Archaeology Australian Research Community Conference

Best Practise:
- Breaks
- Closed captions
- Slides with alt-text available prior,
- Transcripts available prior,
- The option to record for presenters,
- Flexibility with timing of presentations,
- Consultation sessions for panel presenters.
Adaptable Initiatives

From DHA to the Wider World
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Thank you!

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO MAKE YOUR TEACHING INCLUSIVE?

Twitter: @DavidATChapman   @hannah_vogel8